
Colors
Cat's colorsCat's colors
by Airlie Anderson
Cat spends the day collecting colors, and when she is finished
something wonderful happens.

Colors
by Shelley Rotner
Striking portraits of children from diverse
backgrounds on vibrant, themed spreads
invite readers to explore the natural world's
colors, from a red slice of watermelon and

orange pumpkins to green lizards and purple flowers.

Dump Truck's colorsDump Truck's colors
by Sherri Duskey Rinker
Young fans are invited to join Dump Truck on a colorfully busy
day at the construction site, in a themed board book that finds
him working beneath a blue sky during the day and resting
beneath a white moon at night.

The Crayons' Book of ColorsThe Crayons' Book of Colors
by Drew Daywalt
The best-selling creators of The Day the Crayons Quit and The
Day the Crayons Came Home continue the rebellious
misadventures of the rowdy box of crayons, who challenge
young fans to practice color-recognition skills and tap their
own powers of creativity.

Stanley's colorsStanley's colors
by William Bee
It's another busy day for Stanley and his friends as they learn
about colors and vehicles, including a red car, a yellow
motorbike and even a pink balloon!

A Little Book About ColorsA Little Book About Colors
by Leo Lionni
A latest entry in the board-book series that includes A Little
Book About ABCs and A Little Book About Spring introduces
the youngest children to basic colors and incorporates artwork
inspired by Lionni's Caldecott Honor-winning classics.

Little Owl's ColorsLittle Owl's Colors
by Divya Srinivasan
During the daytime, Little Owl's forest is filled with color, from
the sparkling blue pond and hungry green frog to the yellow
bees and purple butterflies.

First colorsFirst colors
by Hannah + Holly
Introduces the colors by asking young readers to feel raised
images of different objects, including a red strawberry, a green
leaf, a yellow bird, and a pink flamingo.

Dr. Seuss's book of colors
by Seuss
An easy-to-read concept book inspired by
and featuring artwork from such Dr. Seuss
classics as Green Eggs and Ham and One
Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish features
simple rhyming text designed to help
reinforce early color recognition skills.

Colors with ladybugColors with ladybug
by Dawn Sirett
A ladybug embarks on a magical adventure of learning her
colors alongside her animal friends, in a hands-on novelty
book that features a peep-through cover, rhyming verses and
tactile glittery finishes on every page.
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I See Animal ColorsI See Animal Colors
by Laine Falk
Teaches young readers the concept of colors by showcasing
images of animals in each shade.

White Rabbit's ColorsWhite Rabbit's Colors
by Alan Baker
White Rabbit hops from one paint pot to another, changing
colors as he goes, until he ends up brown.

My Favorite Book of ColorsMy Favorite Book of Colors
by Janice Behrens
Simple text introduces toddlers to colors.

Pirate Nap : A Book of Colors
by Danna Smith
Two brothers use their imaginations to turn
their surroundings--from a white bandana
and yellow coins to a red blanket and even
their baby sister--into a colorful pirate

adventure before naptime.

Red Green Blue : A First Book of ColorsRed Green Blue : A First Book of Colors
by Alison Jay
A latest entry in the series that includes Picture This… invites
children to build color-recognition skills in a whimsical tale
about a boy who discovers a rainbow in a magical world
populated by favorite nursery rhyme characters.

Baby, See the Colors!Baby, See the Colors!
by Ekaterina Trukhan
Encourages readers to find objects of different colors in
everyday scenes, including blue balloons, red tomatoes, green
turtles, and yellow school buses.

Cat's ColorsCat's Colors
by Jane Cabrera
Explores different colors from the point of view of a cat,
focusing on the colors of the toys with which the cat plays and
the things that the cat loves most in the world.

Seeing Colors With Mother GooseSeeing Colors With Mother Goose
by Stephanie F. Hedlund
Easy-to-read text with full-color illustrations present a
collection of perennial Mother Goose favorites.

Pocket full of colors : the
magical world of Mary Blair,
Disney artist extraordinaire
by Jacqueline Tourville
Presents the life of the American artist,
describing her early work at Disney Studios,

her frustrations at not getting her color work accepted, and
the later incorporation of her work into some of Disney's best-
loved films.

Mary Had a Little LambMary Had a Little Lamb
by Jarvis
Mary had a little lamb, but a whole crew of colorful animals
join them, including an orange tiger, a purple mouse, and a
green crocodile.

Colors!Colors!
by Jorge Elías Luján
A bilingual book presents a vision of a planet in which nature,
words, and the rising and setting of the sun and moon exist in
harmony as readers see fleeting, evocative glimpses of the
qualities inherent in a range of colors.

Dog's Colorful Day : A Messy Story AboutDog's Colorful Day : A Messy Story About
Colors and CountingColors and Counting
by Emma Dodd
Dog always seems to be underfoot when something messy
(and colorful) is spilt, giving readers ten different spots on his
white coat to count before book's end and Dog's bath.

Green is a chile pepper : a book of colorsGreen is a chile pepper : a book of colors
by Roseanne Thong
A little girl discovers all the bright colors in her Hispanic
American neighborhood.
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